
Keros beach is located on the island of

Limnos in the Northern Aegean, Greece.

It is part of a protected ecosystem

(Natura 2000). The scenery is unique:

sand dunes, salt lakes with pink

flamingos, sandy isolated beaches full

of small shells and turquoise waters

that will make you think you are far

away from Europe, in another continent.

In our Luxury Safary tents, you can stay

in the heart of a Natura 2000 protected

ecosystem, You can spoil yourself with

every amenity that modern hospitality

has to offer while staying under the

stars. You can enjoy the panoramic view

of Keros Beach from your private

veranda and be a five minutes walk

away from one of the best windsurfing

and kitesurfing spots in the world.

Our safari tents come in 3 different sizes

and options, capable of hosting groups

or families of 3-6 people.

They are equipped with A/C, TV,

espresso machine, large bathroom and

high quality amenities.

The 4km sandy beach, shallow waters and

moderate summer winds, make it one of the

best places for windsurfing, kitesurfing, wing

surfing and foiling in the world. At the same

time it is super safe, making Keros a great

place for family holidays. Surf Club Keros

station is located in the center of the bay,

where our experienced and certified

instructors are waiting for you, to take your

riding to the next level. As an IKO Affiliated

center, all lessons and procedures follow the

highest safety and efficiency standards. Our

school equipment consists of brand new - top

of the market RRD windsurf, kitesurf, foil and

wind wing material, providing the best

experience to intermediate and advanced

riders.
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On our property you will find our

Mediterranean cuisine restaurant and bar,

providing everything from coffee, drinks,

and full range a la carte and buffet meal

options. At the beach, the Hungry Local

canteen will provide you with a wide variety

of Greek and international options, inspired

from our surf trips around the world.

In a relaxing, eco-friendly environment

resides our Day SPA Tent, accommodating

all the treatments your body, soul and mind

may wish for. The best way to start and end

your day is a yoga session in our natural

surroundings, with the soothing view of

Keros bay. Cannot stay away from the

beach? Try out SUP yoga on our yoga-hub

and let the element of water relax your

body, mind and soul. Childcare is such an

important part of the Surf Club Keros holiday

experience: Enjoying a holiday is so much

easier when the kids are having supervised

fun in a safe, structured environment.

Living a unique and holistic experience is

part of our mission here at Surf Club

Keros. Whether on water or land, let us

guide you to the hidden gems that reside on

this exceptional island. Join our program of

activities, trips, and excursions and explore

the generous diversity of nature, that Keros

and Limnos island has to offer. Morning

hikes, bike rides, island tours, wine tasting,

visits to historical sites are only some of

the fun trips on our agenda!

Contact
www.surfclubkeros.com

@surfclubkerosofficial
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